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California Gov. Gavin Newsom’s o!ce has broken its silence on the sta!ng crisis at

Cal-OSHA. But former agency employees say they’re underwhelmed by the

governor’s vague response to a four-month Sacramento Bee investigation into the

troubled worker safety agency.

“The administration actively prioritizes worker safety and protection,” wrote Erin

Mellon, Newsom’s communications director, in an email Wednesday afternoon. The

written statement came after The Bee published an article highlighting the

governor’s continued silence on the sta!ng issues.

“In partnership with the legislature, Governor Newsom has bolstered CalOSHA’s

operations by over $92 million to hire and retain more sta" — with nearly $50

million specifically allocated to boost enforcement e"orts to protect frontline

workers,” Mellon wrote. “CalOSHA remains intensely focused on hiring in this tight

labor market and launching new e"orts, including a statewide recruitment

campaign, to fill vacancies and bolster enforcement.”
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Garrett Brown, who worked previously for Cal-OSHA as an industrial hygienist and

special assistant to the agency’s chief, said he was disappointed in the lack of

urgency in the governor’s statement. He was looking for an acknowledgment from

Newsom that, “This is an all-hands-on-deck moment. This is a hair-on-fire moment,’”

Brown said.

Ellen Widess, the former chief of Cal-OSHA who worked closely with Brown, agreed

that Newsom could and should use his “bully pulpit” to call attention to the urgency

around worker health and safety in California.

“The governor has in his power, you know, moral persuasion about the importance

of health and safety. To drive us to be that world-class economy that he boasts of,”

Widess said. “He has to express that. He has to convey that urgency to the Labor

Secretary, to the head of DIR, to all of the hiring bureaucracy.”
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